We introduce the subtree max gap problem. Consider a tree T with n leaves whose internal nodes have degree at least two. Each leaf is associated with a real number. For each internal node V, let A,, be the set of numbers associated with the leaves in the subtree rooted at V, regarded as points on the z-axis. The subtree max gap problem is to compute the maximum distance (gap) between any two consecutive points of A, for every internal node v of T. Our algorithm for the subtree max gap problem follows a series of reductions to other combinatorial problems which are interesting on their own merit. The algorithm runs in O(logn) time using n processors on the CREW PRAM.
We introduce the subtree max gap problem. Consider a tree T with n leaves whose internal nodes have degree at least two. Each leaf is associated with a real number. For each internal node V, let A,, be the set of numbers associated with the leaves in the subtree rooted at V, regarded as points on the z-axis. The subtree max gap problem is to compute the maximum distance (gap) between any two consecutive points of A, for every internal node v of T. Our algorithm for the subtree max gap problem follows a series of reductions to other combinatorial problems which are interesting on their own merit. The algorithm runs in O(logn) time using n processors on the CREW PRAM.
The subtree max gap problem plays a central role in the parallel solution of the string covering problem. Recently, Iliopoulos, Moore and Park [15] gave an O(n log n) time sequential algorithm for the string covering problem. Neither parallelizing the above sequential algorithm nor using known techniques in strings seems to yield an efficient parallel algorithm for string covering. Our parallel algorithm thus follows a new approach, introducing the use of suffix trees and reducing the string coverirlg problem to the subtree max gap problem. The algorithm runs in O(logn) time using n processors on the CRCW PRAM, thereby matching the number of operations in [15] .
1 Introduction. Preparata and Shamos in [19] considered lower and upper bounds on the complexity of the maximum gap problem: given a set of real numbers regarded as points on the z-axis, compute the maximum distance (gap) between any two consecutive points. Here we generalize the maximum gap problem to trees. This generalization was motivated by one of its applications: parallel string covering. In this paper we present a family of efficient PRAM algorithms for a set of interrelated problems: the subtree max gap, the nested range max Cost as S. Iliopoulos Kunsoo Park gap, a restricted-domain upper envelope, and the subtree min gap problems, together with their application to the string covering problem. We generalize the maximumgap problem as follows. Consider a tree T with n leaves whose internal nodes have degree at least two. Each leaf is associated with a real number. For each internal node v, let A,, be the set of numbers associated with the leaves in the subtree rooted at v. The subtree max gap problem is to solve the maximum gap problem with respect to A, for every internal node v of T. (See Fig. 1 .) a fi 11 3 5 20 10 7 9
Fig. 1. The maximum gap at node e is 10.
The maximum gap at node 6 is 6.
Our algorithm for the subtree max gap problem follows a series of reductions to other combinatorial problems which are interesting on their own merit. Initially the subtree max gap problem is reduced to the range max gap problem, which in turn is reduced to the nested range max gap problem (in fact, the reduction is to O(n) nested range max gap problems whose total size is O(nlogn)).
Th e range max gap and nested range max gap problems are defined in Section 2. The nested range max gap problem is then reduced to the problem of finding the upper envelope of segments which are parallel to the z axis. The algorithm is completed by solving this upper envelope problem. The complexity of all the above mentioned problems (and reductions) is bounded by O(logn) time using n processors and O(n logn) space on the CREW PRAM. To compare, for the maximum gap problem there exist a linear-time algorithm due to Gonzalez [12, 19] which uses the floor function, and a proof that R(n log n) operations are required in an algebraic decision tree [19, 20] and random access machine [5] .
The subtree max gap problem seems to be a powerful tool in parallel algorithm design; here we demonstrate its use in the parallel solution of the string covering problem defined below. A typical regularity, the period u of the string z, grasps the repetitiveness of x, since x is a prefix of a string constructed by concatenations of u. This concept of repetitiveness was recently generalized by allowing overlaps (superpositions) between the repeated segments [2, 1, 15] . A string w COUers a string x if there exists a string constructed by concatenations and superpositions of w of which x is a substring. For example, abca covers abcabcaabc. A seed of a string x is a substring of 2: that covers x. The string covering problem is to find all the seeds of a given string x of length n. Iliopoulos, Moore and Park [15] gave an O(n log n) time sequential algorithm for the string covering problem. (A string of length n may have R(nz) seeds. To get o(nz) time, the algorithm reports a group of seeds in one step.) Neither parallelizing the above sequential algorithm nor using known techniques in strings seems to yield an efficient parallel algorithm for string covering. Our parallel algorithm thus follows a new approach, introducing the use of suffix trees and reducing the string covering problem to the subtree max gap problem. The algorithm runs in O(logn) time using n processors and O(n'+") space on the Arbitrary CRCW PRAM, thereby matching the number of operations in [15] . We remark that the only step that needs !2(n1+6) space and the Arbitrary model is the suffix tree construction. Other steps can be implemented using the Common CRCW PRAM with O(n log n) space.
The subtree max gap problem is one of many examples in which we need to compute a certain function with respect to the leaves of each internal node in a given tree. We consider another such problem, the subtree min gap (closest pair) problem, which is the dual of the subtree max gap problem. Namely, the problem is to find the minimum difference between any pair of numbers in A, for every internal node v of the given tree. (For example, in Fig. 1 the minimum difference at node b is 1.) The algorithm for the subtree min gap problem has the same complexity as (but is simpler than) the algorithm for the subtree max gap problem. We also give a matching lower bound for the prefix min gap problem, a special version of subtree min gap, which holds for a general decision tree.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the algorithm for the subtree max gap problem, including the series of reductions mentioned above. In Section 3 we present the algorithm for the string covering problem (using the algorithm of Section 2). In Section 4 we sketch the algorithm for the subtree min gap problem. Finally in Section 5 we give the lower bound proofs. a,) and r _< n queries Q(il, jr), . . . , Q(ir, jr) (with respect to A) such that no two queries are knotted, answer these r queries. In our solution below the parameter T is assumed to be n and is therefore not needed.
The nested range max gap problem:
Given an array A = (w,a2,.
. . , a,) and k 5 n queries Q(ir,jr), . . ., Q(ik, jk) (with respect to A) such that [il, jr] 
The upper envelope problem: Given n line segments described as real-valued functions fr , . . . , fn, compute the upper-envelope of these segments, that is, compute the real function f(x) = max{fi(x)]l 5 i 5 n}. See [11, 14] .
The all nearest smaller values problem (ANSV): Given an array A = (al,. . . , a,), find for each i, 1 5 i 5 n, the nearest element al to the left of ai (the left match of ai) and the nearest element a, to the right of ai (the right match of ai) such that al and a, are smaller than ai. Optimal O(log log n) and O(log n) time algorithms for the CRCW and CREW PRAM, respectively, were presented in [6] . Note that this is a special case of the nested range max gap problem.
The requirement that the answer be given by identifying the end points of the gaps was introduced to facilitate lower bound arguments.
2.2
The subtree max gap algorithm. The algorithm has three stages. In the first stage we reduce the subtree max gap problem into the range max gap problem which in turn is reduced into several nested range max gap problems.
In Stage 2 each nested range max gap problem is reduced into a problem of computing the upper envelope of line segments.
In the third stage we solve this upper envelope problem.
The description of these three stages is given below. In Section 2.3 we address implementation details. In summary we prove:
THEOREM 1 The subtree max gap problem can be solved in O(log n) time using n processors and O(n log n) space on the CREW PRAM.
Stage 1: Reduction to nested range max gap
The input to this stage is a tree with n leaves each of which is associated with a real number.
Step 1. Construct an array A = (al,. . . , a,) that consists of the values of the n leaves. Compute for each internal node v of the tree the indices i and j such that the leaves of w are ai, . . . , aj. Define for an internal node with leaves ai, . . . , aj the query Q(i, j). Since the number of internal nodes (and thus of queries) is at most n, and since the tree structure implies that each two queries are unknotted, this gives a reduction from the subtree max gap problem to the range max gap problem with respect to array A.
Denote the (at most) n queries by Q(il, jl), . . . , Q(i,,, j,,). Steps 2-5 below reduce the range max gap problem to at most n -1 nested range max gap problems.
Step 2. Build a complete binary tree T whose leaves are the elements of A. In each internal node w we keep an array whose elements are the leaves of (the subtree rooted at) ZI. Thus each leaf appears in at most logn arrays. For the rest of Section 2.2 all references to tree, nodes, leaves, etc., are with respect to the tree T. The tree which was the input to this stage is not needed any more.
Step 3. Sort the leaves of each internal node v of T into an array S,.
Step 4. For each query Q(ik, jk), 1 5 JZ < n, compute the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of the leaves aik and aj, in T.
Ztcp 5. Reorder the n queries Q(ii, jr), . . . ) Q(in, jn) such that queries whose LCA is the same node of T have consecutive numbers. Note that queries whose LCA is the same node of T are fully nested.
It follows that within each node of T we have a nested range max gap problem.
Stage 2: Reduction to upper envelope
In this stage we need to solve at most n -1 nested range max gap problems, one for each internal node v of T. The size of input arrays for all nested range max gap problems (i.e., the problems with respect to all nodes of T) is n log n. The overall number of queries is n. Below we consider a single nested range max gap problem with respect to some node w. The input to the problem is Therefore, the complexity for all nested range max gap algorithms is O(log n) time using O(n log n) operations.
Step 1 Step 2. For each t E [l..d] we compute the four indices 1,~~)) r,ct), II(t), and T$~). These indices are defined as follows. ] is the rightmost smallest element in w4t> + 1, T*(t) -11.
(i) IS[l,(t)] is th e nearest element to the left of IS[?r(t)] such that IS[l,(t~] 5 IS[rr(t)]; (ii) IS[r,(t~] is the nearest element to the right of IS[?r(t)] such that IS[r,(t)] 5 IS[?r(t)]; (iii) ZSIIb(t,] is the leftmost smallest element in
The cases in which any of these four indices are not defined are easier and will not be discussed below. (lkCt) is not defined when l,ct) = r(t) - 1 ( i.e., At = 7r-'(lrct,), Pt = 7+(T,ct)), Ai = ?r-"(I~~,)), and pi = +(T:(~) )). For example, in Fig. 2 consider bt = bs = 10. Then r(t) = 4, lact) = 2, rlrct) = 7, lb(t) = 3, c(t) = 6, At = 6, pt = 5, Xi = 8, and pi = 2. Before we proceed to Step 3, which is the last step of the reduction, we need the following notations and lemmas. For each element bt, t E [ik, jk] we define a left triple (diffL(t), startL(t), endt(t)) and a right triple (diffn(t), startR(t), endR(t)) as follows. Let t E [im, j,,,]-[&-I, jm-r]. Then diffL(t) = bt -bx,, startL(t) = m, and endL(t) = IS[I$,)]-1.
Similarly, diffn(t) = b,,-bi, startR(t) = m, and endR(t) = IS[rklt,] -1. Note (1)
Step 3. We restate the problem of finding max {diffL(t)]startL(t) 5 h 5 endl(t)} tE[ik,jkl for all h, 1 5 h 5 k, which is Lemma 2 (1) as a problem involving line segments. Lemma 2 (2) can be handled similarly. For each t E [ik, jk] let segL(t) denote the line segment whose z coordinates are startL(t) and endL(t) and whose y coordinates are both diffc(t).
Note that segL(t) is parallel to the z axis, that its z coordinates are integers in [l..k], and that its height (above the z axis) is diffL(t). The problem then is to find for each h, 1 5 h < k, the highest segment whose projection on the z a& includes the point (h, 0) . This problem is equivalent to that of computing the upper envelope of the set of segments {segL(t) Jt E [ik , jk]}. The input. to this section is an array of d segments which are parallel to the z axis, and whose coordinates are drawn from the domain [l.
.k]. We relate to the smaller x-coordinate of a segment as its start coordinate and to the larger as its end coordinate.
Step 1. We sort the d segments twice: first according to their start coordinates and second according to their end coordinates. The first and second results are put into arrays C and D, respectively. This step is implemented in O(d) operations using the fact that the coordinates of segments were taken from a nested range max gap problem. See Section 2.3 for further details.
Step 2. We partition the d segments into log k + 1 subsets. The segments in subset i. 1 < i < log k. have lengths in the domain [2"-1,2' -11. (A related partitioning technique appeared in [Ov] .) The segments in subset 0 have length zero (i.e. their start and end coordinates are equal). Let Ci and Di , 1 5 i < log L, denote the sorted orders of the start and end coordinates, respectively, of the segments in subset i (so we apply the partition twice, once to get Ci's, and once to get Di's).
Step 3. We compute the upper envelope with respect to each of the 1ogIc + 1 subsets separately and then (in Step 6) combine the resulting log k + 1 upper envelopes into a single upper envelope for all line segments. Consider the segments in subset i (i.e. those segments whose lengths are in the domain [2i-r,2i -11). We partition the array of numbers 1,2,. , . , k into k/2"-1 blocks of size 2"-l each. Each two consecutive blocks constitute a s&array resulting in k/2"-1-1 subarrays El,..., Ekf2~1-1 each of size 2". Note that a segment in subset i intersects either two or three blocks of size 2i-1. In
Step 4 below we put the segments in subset i into the subarrays El,. . . , Ek/z,-~-~ and in Step 5 we compute the upper envelope with respect to each subarray separately.
Step 4. There are two cases. (a) If a segment s intersects two blocks, put s into the unique subarray that consists of the two blocks. (b) If a segment s intersects three blocks, let Ej be the subarray that consists of the first two blocks, and let Ej+l be the subarray that consists of the last two blocks. Let si be the portion of s that lies entirely in the first and second subarrays. Let s2 be the portion of s that lies entirely in the second and third subarrays. We put s1 into Ej and s2 into Ej+l. Note that the length of a segment (or a portion of a segment) that was put in any subarray is at least 2i-1.
LEMMA 3
Consider a segment (cr I: portion of a segment) s that was put in some subarray Ej in Step 4 above. Then s contributes to the upper envelope of Ej at most two subsegments: a first subsegment which is a subsegment of s that includes the left x coordinate of s, and a second subsegment which is a subsegment of s that includes the right x coordinate of s. Each of these two subsegments may be empty.
Step 5. We show how to find the first subsegment for each segment s in Ej. The second subsegment of s can be found similarly. For each segment s find the nearest segment sr to the left of s in Ci , and the nearest segment sf to the right of s in Ci such that the height of sl is greater than or equal to that of s and the height of sr is greater than that of s. If sl is defined then the first subsegment of s is empty. Otherwise, the first subsegment of s spans from the start coordinate of s until (not including) the start coordinate of sr.
Step 6. Combine the log k + 1 upper envelopes with respect to the log k + 1 subsets into a single upper envelope with respect to all segments.
2.3
Implementation details. Stage 1:
Step 1. Both the construction of array A and the computation of the indices i and j for each internal node v of the tree can can be done using the Euler tour technique [TV] . It takes O(logn) time using O(n) operations.
Step 3. We apply Cole's merge sort algorithm [Co] to the leaves of T. A close look at this algorithm reveals that it results in sorting the leaves of each internal node of T which is what we need. It takes O(logn) time and O(n log n) operations.
Step 4. Finding the lowest common ancestor of two nodes in a complete binary tree can be done in constant time using a single processor [HT] . To compute the LCA for the n queries Q(il, jl), . . . , &(in, jn) we thus need O(1) time and O(n) operations.
Step 5. Reordering the n queries can be done by Cole's sorting algorithm in O(log n) time and O(n log n) operations.
Stage 2:
Step 2. Consider a variant of the ANSV problem in which the left match of each oi is less than or equal to ai and the right match of ai is less than ai. We apply an algorithm for this variant to the array 1S. ai is less than or equal to ai. Step 1. Consider the triples (diffL(t), startL(t), endl(t)) A string is a sequence of zero or more symbols from an for all t E [ik, jk]. We need to sort the two sets C = alphabet C. A string X of length n is represented by {startL(t E then endl;(t) = is a substring Of x. m' -1. Note also that there is a one-to-one correspon-A string u is a period of x if x is a prefix of uk for dence between t and A{ (assuming Xi is defined). To some k, or equivalently if x is a prefix of ux. The period see this recall the implementation of Step 2 of Stage 2 of a string x is the shortest period of x. A string w above: 1S[l' *(t) ] is the leftmost smallest element be-a-covers ('a' stands for alignment) a string x, if x can tween IS[r(t)] and its left match in IS (this is the be constructed by concatenations and superpositions of t + Xi direction of the correspondence), and the right w. A string w covers a string x, if there exists a string . Let $ be a special symbol that is not in C. The
match of lS[l$t,] in IS is IS[m(t)] (this is the t + Ai constructed by concatenations and superpositions of w direction). It follows that we can get
Step 5. Consider a "greater equal" variant of ANSV sufix Zree T$ of a string x is a rooted tree satisfying the in which the left match of each ai is greater than or following conditions: equal to ai and the right match is greater than ai. We apply this variant to the heights of segments in array Ci. Since the sum of sizes of all Ci's is d, the running time of this step is O(log d) time using O(d) operations.
Step 6. For each subset i, 0 5 i 5 logk and for each p, 1 5 p 5 k, the upper envelope with respect to subset i provides the highest segment of subset i whose projection on the x axis includes p. Using a processor for each p, 1 5 p 5 k, we compute the highest among the log Ic + 1 highest segments of p. It takes O(log k) time using k processors. A parallel algorithm for constructing the suffix tree of a string of length n was presented in [3] requiring O(log n) time, O(n logn) operations and O(ni+c) space on the Arbitrary CRCW PRAM.
3.2
The string covering algorithm. We classify the seeds of x into two kinds: A seed w is an easy seed if there exists a substring of w which covers x only by concatenations; w is a hard seed otherwise. In
Step 1 we find all easy seeds of x, and in Steps 2-4 we find all hard seeds of x. The latter is done using our algorithm for the subtree max gap problem. In summary we prove:
The string covering problem can be solved in O(logn) time using n processors and O(nl+E) space on the Arbitrary CRCW PRAM. Let xi . . . xp be the period of Z. It is easy to see that the period covers x by concatenations.
The following lemma from [15] characterizes easy seeds of 2.
LEMMA 4 (1) A seed w is an easy seed if and only if IwI 2 p. (2) A substring w of x is an easy seed if and only if w is a right extension of a cyclic rotation of the period x1 . . . xp ,
Step 1. Find all the easy seeds of x. By Lemma 4, all cyclic rotations of xi . . . z+, and their right extensions are seeds of x. The period length p is computed in O(loglogn) time using O(n) operations [a] . Given the period length p, all easy seeds can be reported in constant time using p processors.
For the computation of hard seeds we need additionally the following definitions.
A substring w of the given string x is a candidate for a hard seed if there exists a substring x' of x = UX'V such that w a-covers x' and ]u], ]w] < ]w]. For maximal such XI we call u (w) tl:e head (tail) f o x with respect to 21). In order for the candidate w to be a seed, the head .u and the tail v must also be covered by w. If w covers the head u, then among all such coverings consider the copy of w whose overlap with x is maximal.
We define l-size to be the length of the overlap between xl and the above copy of w. Similarly, if w covers the tail V, then consider the copy of w whose overlap with x is maximal.
We define r-size to be the length of the overlap between x/ and the above copy of w. We divide hard seeds into two types:
(a) A hard seed is a type-A seed if its l-size is larger than or equal to its r-size. (b) A hard seed is a type-B seed if its l-size is smaller than its r-size.
We describe our algorithm for finding all type-A seeds. For type-B seeds we reverse x and apply the same algorithm.
For each substring w of x, the start-set of w is the set of start positions of all occurrences of w in x. An egui-set is a set of substrings of x all of whose start-sets are the same. Note that a start-set is associated with an equi-set and vice versa. Although there are O(nz) substrings of x, there are only O(n) distinct start-sets [4, 10] . A candidate set is a set S of candidates wi for f 5 i 5 g such that (9 We will first find all start-sets, then find at most one equi-set from each start-set, and finally find at most one candidate set from each equi-set.
Step 2. Build the suffix tree T, for x. Using [3] , this can be done in O(log n) time using O(n log n) operations and O(nl+) space on a CRCW PRAM.
Step 3. For each non-root node v of T, we compute an equi-set associated with v as follows. Let L(V) be the string obtained by concatenating the labels on the path from the root to v. First note that the set of numbers associated with the leaves of (the subtree rooted at) v is the start-set of L(w). Let p(w) be the parent node of V. The equi-set corresponding to the start-set of L(V) consists of all prefixes of L(w) with lengths 1, IL(p(v))l < 1 < IL(v)I.
By L emma 4 we only consider the set of st&gs of lengths 1, IL(p(v))l < 1 5 min(p -1, IL(v)]), which is denoted by E, (note that E, is a subset of an equi-set). The set EV can be represented by three numbers: (1) Given the suffix tree, this step can be done in constant time using n processors.
Step 4. Apply the subtree max gap algorithm of Section 2 to T,. (Recall that each leaf of T, is associated with a position of x$.) Let d, be the maximum difference computed by the algorithm if TJ is an internal node, and let d, = 0 if v is a leaf. The application of the subtree max gap algorithm requires O(log n) time using O(n log n) operations and space on the CREW PRAM.
Step 5. We now obtain at most one candidate set from each E,. For v in T,, let E, = {WI, wl+l, . . . , wg) where ]wi] = i for 1 5 i 5 g be the set computed in
Step 3. To complete the computation of a candidate set with respect to v, we eliminate each wi such that the length of the head or tail with respect to wi is 2 ]wi] = i. The length of the head (tail) of x with respect to wi is ei -1 (n -et + 1 -i). Hence a candidate wi must satisfy i 2 ei and i > n -et + 1 -i. Let f = max(h, ei, [y 1). If f > g then no strings of E, are candidates. Otherwise, {wf , . . . , wg} is a candidate set. This computation takes O(1) operations for each E,, or constant time with n processors for all E,,'s.
Step 6. To compute type-A seeds from candidates sets in Step 7 below, we need the following processing on the given string x. (See Fig. 3 The arrays F and B can be computed in O(log log n) time using O(n logn) operations by [Br] on the Common CRCW PRAM. The array MF+ (MB+) is computed from F+ (B+) using the following three steps: Steps (a) and (b) can clearly be done in constant time using O(n) operations.
Step (c) takes O(o(n)) time using O(n) operations, where o(n) is the inverse Ackermann function (see [BV] or [Ra] ).
Step 7. For each candidate set S = {wi ] f 5 i 5 g}, we now describe how to find type-A seeds in O(1) operations, or constant time with n processors for all candidate sets. We first check the tails with respect to the candidates of S. Let k = (n -et + 1) -B [et] . In Cases (ii) and (iii), let h = max(k,f) (i.e., 'ulh is the shortest candidate which covers the tail of x).
To compute type-A seeds among the candidates wh,...,wg, it remains to find those candidates wi whose l-size is greater than or equal to its r-size. (Since r-size is 2 0, it will imply that wi covers the head.) For h 5 i 5 g, the r-size of wi is i -A. Note that er + i -1 is the end position of the first occurrence of wi in x for h 5 i 5 g. For h 5 i 5 g, the l-size of wi is F[el + i -l] -.. ( ei -1). We need to find candidates whose l-size is greater than or equal to its r-size; i.e., wi
i.e., s is the largest integer such that the l-size of ws is larger than or equal to its r-size.
(i) Case s < h: The l-size of wi, h 5 i 5 g, is less than its r-size. Therefore, there are no type-A seeds in S. (ii) Case s 2 h: The l-size of wi, h 5 i 5 min(s, g), is greater than or equal to its r-size. Therefore, wh, . . . , W,i,(,,g) are type-A seeds.
4 The Subtree Min Gap Problem.
The input to our problem is a tree whose leaves are associated with real numbers. The problem is to find for each internal node u of the tree the minimum difference between any pair of leaves of u. We begin by applying Stage 1 and Steps 1 and 2 of Stage 2 of the subtree max gap problem to our input (where a query Q(i, j) in our case is required to provide the minimum difference between any pair of bi, . . . , bj). Given a node v of the complete binary tree T with d leaves in its rooted subtree and with nested queries Q (ii, jl) 
t~~?JaT?zw (4
The computation of (3) and (4) A general decision tree is a binary rooted tree where each leaf is associated with an output value, and each internal node with a "decision". We leave the nature of "decision" free: it may involve any kind of computation (with non-algebraic functions for example). Our next theorem states a lower bound for decision trees that solve the prefix range max gap problem (in short PMG). Since restricting the input domain sometimes allows faster solutions, we give the lower bound for a case where the input is restricted to integers of bounded size. Note that a solution to a PMG problem is given by a vector of n -1 indices, (iz, is,. . . , in). Thus each leaf of the decision tree is associated with such a vector.
THEOREM 3 Assume that a decision tree solves PMG for all arrays of integers from [l, ns] . Then its height is at least inlogn -O(n).
problem. This shpws that the decision tree must have at least N! leaves, hence its height must be at least log N! = +logn -O(n). Let ?r E 5'~ be a permutation on 1,. . . , N. We define the input vector A, = (al,. . . , a,) Therefore, their effect is to split existing gaps in the structure.
To proceed with the induction, assume the claim holds for j and gives the N -j + 1 largest gaps for the points of A[l, N + j]. We now consider the next, aN+j+l = a, (N-j+l) + N. Let k = ?F(N -J' + 1). Then this point falls between ak and ak+i. The gap between these points is exactly N + r-l(k) = 2N -j + 1, the maximum gap for A[l, N + j]. The addition of aN+j+l splits this gap into parts of sizes N and N-j+ 1, which are both smaller than all the gaps considered by the claim; so the list of N -j largest gaps for A[ 1, N + j + l] is obtained simply by removing the broken gap from the list, leaving the gaps ZN-j, . . ., N+l (whose endpoints are unchanged) and completing the proof of Claim 2. 0 A similar argument can be used to prove a lower bound for the following prefix range min gap identification problem: Given an array A = (UI, ~2, . . . , a,) find indices iz, is, . . . , i, such that aik is the left end of a minimum gap in the point, set {al,. . . , uk}.
THEOREM 4 Assume that a decision tree solves the prefix min gap identification problem for all arrays of integers from [l, nz] . Then its height is at least inlogn-
The proof is actually simpler than the last one, so we or,ly give the construction of the input. Assume now that n = 2N. We define A, for r E SN by uk= 2kN-1 k=l,...,N UN+!= 27r(!)N + N -.! fJ= l,...,N Then among {al, ~2,. . . , aN+j} there is a unique closest pair, namely u,(j) and aN+j.
Hence the left ends of closest pairs yield X.
